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EkoSecure system
EkoSecure is a long range personal protection
system with area notification and audible location
based on the Multltone EkoTek system. Utilising the
EkoTek Maxi Hub and EkoTek Ethernet repeaters
the EkoSecure system provides staff protection
over a wide area campus which is ideal for
locations where staff are mobile and move between
buildings on a large site.

With a 60m range each EkoSecure repeater is
capable of covering large area campuses with a
limited number of repeaters. This keeps investment
to a minimum and provides location reporting at a
level suitable for wide area applications.

Users can raise alarms manually at the press of a
button or the system can generate an alarm
automatically in case of a fall. 

Repeater
Housed in an IP66 plastic box the repeater is mains
operated with battery backup in case of mains
power failure.  Suitable for wall mounting the units
can be mounted either indoors or outdoors. 

The optional external antenna allows radio
transmission and reception to be optimised through
the location of the antenna in higher more open
areas, while keeping the repeater warm and dry
indoors, this is particularly important in extreme
climate conditions.

Mobile Device
The smart mobile pager is provided with an IP67
case, colour display and loud audible alarm which
can attract attention from colleagues a long
distance away. With a single or double push
(depending on configuration) of the large red button
sends an alarm to a defined group a users who are
best placed to assist. In the case of no response
being received from possible assistants EkoSecure
escalates the alarm either to the same group or to
another group of people to ensure no-one is left
unattended.

In the event of a fall or no response EkoSecure
raises an alarm automatically so users who are not
able to raise the alarm themselves. 

Multitone EkoSecure
A secure wide area system to protect your workers



 
        

EkoTek Staff Protection
Working in conjunction with Multitone’s EkoTek
system, staff protection can be covered both in and
out of buildings using the EkoSecure pager.  This
allows users to wander in and out of buildings while
being protected by both EkoTek and EkoSecure
networks for coverage and location.
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